
Excomm 8/15/06

Present: Patrick, Nilagia, Lauren, Gahl, Hassan, Chris, Alex, Maggie

-Website Info: when will we release the "new website."
-Bryan advocates an internal formal structure on how things make it onto the website
-Need to make a protocol on how things look
-Maggie: Who's being interviewed/playing, date/time, show name, short caption (50 Words), 1x picture (150x150)
-Need to keep website vital, and dynamic
-Things should be forwarded to AS
-Do we want to have events that we don't co-sponser?
-Start with the basics first and will see if there is room to expand later

-Working on another Studio
-Studio B will be wrapped up by tomorrow (aggressively)
-This weekend, start gutting another studio as part of the Contract Hour shakedown
-Studio A may be left in a no dry-wall no soundproofing state for a few months to get people motivated on helping
-Shakedown will be from 10am-3pm this Saturday
-Studio D will be the next studio up for renovation

-GRC
-Lauren: Found workshop on promotions to be really helpful

-Different swags 
-Other stuff such as magnets
-Handmade swag might be appreciated more

-Create own badges
-Everyone comes in makes their own KSCB badge

-Publicity stunt
-Coffee Run Example
-Naked Fund Drive
-Something to tie in with the 45th anniversary

-Idea of on-going purge, a dot on present plays

-Patrick: KJUC/KCSB mentorship program
-More Diversity in Local programming

-Lack of Youth
-Maggie- Talked about an ongoing purge process

-One row at a time to be purged
-Transitional shelf idea
-Gold Star idea for a rating system from the MDs

-Contract Hour Shakedown
-This Saturday

-Gahl can come in 11-2, there are some PSAs to be made
-Lauren can come in 1-3
-Maggie/Josh will be in 10-3
-Come towards the beginning not the end 

-Reports
-Nilagia: Pledge Drive Stuff, Coordinating Volunteers, Turntable Log, Possible Venues for Goodman, Pre-pledge drive party
-Patrick: Pledge Drive Stuff, Coordinating with UCRN stations for a database of labels/distros
-Elizabeth: Have moved Bryan to full-time, going to be gone from Aug 10 to the Sept 1 for Vacation
-Chris: working on recruiting for staff
-Alex: Assisting Bryan, made an attempt to fix a minidisc player
-Hassan: Harrys back! Got another reporter 
-Gahl: Gave a tour today,  PSAs, Make scripts for the PSAS and leave them in the box
-Lauren: Log errors are posted, trained KJUCers in studio A, KJUC business
-Maggie: Charts, Adds, talking on the phone


